**Teachers' union votes to end New York City School strike**

NEW YORK (AP) — A teachers' union voted to end the strike that has closed thousands of public schools, ending the longest public school workers' strike in the city's history.

The strike, which started on September 17, 1960, was called by the United Federation of Teachers (UFT) and ended after 17 days, leaving 1.1 million students out of classes for seven weeks.

The union's vote was a victory for the city's 77,000 teachers, who had been on strike since September 17, seeking to improve pay and working conditions.

The strike was the largest in New York City's history and the longest in the United States.

Profs focus on equality

Equal opportunities for all in the University of Michigan (UM) will be the focus of the next meeting of the American Student Association's (ASA) board of directors.

The senate will hear reports on UM's academic programs, equal opportunity practices, and the state of the student body's finances.

The meeting will be held on May 25, at 7 p.m., in the Student Union building.
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EDITORIAL
A reassessment of election merits

Now that elections are over and those in office are safe, at least for a time, there has been a great deal of discussion lately about Michigan's method of electing members of the four major educational boards.

Several modifications are possible either in the present method or in study.

Suggestions range from election on a non-partisan basis to appointment by the governor or the legislature.

A number of alternatives lie in between. Educational officials could be nominated on a basis similar to that of judicial officers. This would involve nomination by political parties, but election on a non-partisan basis.

One point can be raised if the names are listed on a non-partisan basis: the voter will not be able to distinguish one candidate from another. The real cause of this controversy is, however, that the voter would not be able to see whom he is voting for at the polling booth and begin pulling his ballot out of the box simply because he sees a name appear under a certain ticket.

The electorate must become a well-informed one if the future of the state is to be safeguarded. If the right is to be elected and informed is one of the basic necessities of a democracy.

To ignore this responsibility is to implant legitimate doubts as to the validity of free elections.

Another method, that of election on the spring ballot, has been favored by Leon Augenstein, chairman of the Dept. of Biophysics and a member of the State Board of Ed, alone, who brought the issue to the limelight.

The process of changing the method of selection is not as complicated as it might appear.

The Michigan Constitution states that Board of Education members must be nominated by party conventions and elected at large. It would not require a constitutional amendment to have the board members nominated by political parties, but appear on the non-partisan ballots. This would at least eliminate political riding by nominees, election merely because the name appears under the general column as national party members. All that would be required to facilitate this change would be legislative action.

A change in the electoral method of trustees, regents or governors could be accomplished as easily, since nothing in the constitution specifically states the manner that controlling boards of universities must be elected.

A constitutional amendment would be required only if the elections were abolished entirely, and the officials appointed by the governor.

It is apparent that state educational officials are not often notified about the public, and that they are not discussed on a non-partisan basis, the voter will not know whom he is voting for at the polling booth and begin pulling his ballot out of the box simply because he sees a name appearing under a certain ticket.

According to the November 1966 election results, the GOP had a majority on the Board of Education. If this were on a non-partisan basis, the election would have been very close.

It is conceivable that the voters would be more informed if the issue was put before them for a vote. It would not require a constitutional amendment to have the board members nominated by political parties, but appear on the non-partisan ballots. This would at least eliminate political riding by nominees, election merely because the name appears under the general column as national party members. All that would be required to facilitate this change would be legislative action.

FRED SHERWOOD
Students axed by riot law

Imagine that a police officer killed a man and two children in a brutal home invasion during a week breaking into homes. Would the widespread publicity and the growing desire for more police officer accountability mean that the officer would be brought to justice? Would the community rally around the victims and their families, offering support and resources to help them through their grief? Would the officer even face charges?

This is the reality of what happened in Houston, Texas. The officer was never charged, and the victims were never given the justice they deserved. The community was divided and the officer continued to receive support and protection.

This is what happened in the case of the Houston Police Department's use of deadly force in 1990. The officer was never charged, and the victims were never given the justice they deserved. The community was divided and the officer continued to receive support and protection.
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N. Viet begins winter offensive

Vaccine producers strive to avert possible epidemic

Washington, D.C. (AP) - A temporary shortage of vaccine against chicken pox is one of the problems complicating efforts to produce a new-looked-for Hong Kong strain of the disease.

This was reported Monday to the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (PMA), which said millions of vaccine eggs of high quality are required to produce the vaccine needed to protect the infants, which the strain attacks more readily than in the past.

Nevertheless, the PMA said the vaccines manufacturers are working toward that goal, with the vaccine in time for a possible national emergency in the event of an outbreak. The emergency is under consideration because of the recent Hong Kong outbreak.

Smaller quantities will be ready earlier, but much of this will not be available for the civilian population sometime in the second quarter of this year.

It added: "Since normal demands for vaccine products for the various strains in July, meet the demand for the new Hong Kong strain of the vaccine has been very difficult, and it has been necessary to expand production."

Smaller quantities will be ready earlier, but much of this will not be available for the civilian population sometime in the second quarter of this year.

It added: "Since normal demands for vaccine products for the various strains in July, meet the demand for the new Hong Kong strain of the vaccine has been very difficult, and it has been necessary to expand production."

The PMA said hundreds of skilled workers have been transferred from other departments to the vaccine manufacturers to work on the new vaccine and other hundred have been rescued and trained in a short period of
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National News

With the Vietnam buildup nearly complete, the army has approved plans to reduce the number of its trains to N. Vietnam by about 20 percent of the present strength by the end of the fiscal year. The plan calls for a gradual reduction in the number of trains, with the goal of cutting the number of trains to a minimum of 500 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969.
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Some of them were very good indeed, but surely none of them were based on T.H. White's Arthurian experience. "Camelot," indeed, but surely none of them was the future King. The book has unity, a sense of time and place as art, a pastiche fantasy, briskly moving, and an importance of dramatic unity never extends beyond the middle of several movies. At its more realistic moments, Camelot is, of course, a rather bad film. Very few films can do as much any. The continuous unrealism of the color photography and the all-black singing group are more than made up for by the more intimate songs, like "How To Handle a Woman," and the significant satisfying of the central theme. It's a sound, moving film, and the significant satisfactions of the central theme.

Lovers meeting
But the significant important value in the film is the intimate singing groups, without which the film would not have found its true function. As for Franco Nero. . . Well, he's a great actor, but his lines are not always as clear as they should be. In the final chapters, he makes a very pretty Lancelot, "pretty" being the only word for it, something on the basis of his eyes. And when he takes these chances of action and lifts them together, things really start happening. But his voice and Nero deliver their tragic depths in everything he does, which is something.

As for Mrs. Logan . . . Well, what was Logan thinking of? Probably. He makes a very pretty Lancelot, "pretty" being the only word for it, something on the basis of his eyes. And when he takes these chances of action and lifts them together, things really start happening. But his voice and Nero deliver their tragic depths in everything he does, which is something.
Snow lady challenges record for ‘super bosom’
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Put an end to holiday bill worries...

Get INSTANT CASH FOR GIFTS AND TRAVEL

Enjoy a happier, more carefree holiday season this year with an Instant Cash loan from your MSU Employees Credit Union. Spare yourself high-cost credit card interest and get a holiday bill into line. Low cost credit union loan that you repay by convenient monthly payroll deductions. And while you’re at it, why not sign up for a $100 Credit Union Christmas Club. It’s the easy way to prepay holiday expenses.
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1079 Trowbridge Rd. • Open 9:30-5:30 Monday thru Friday • Phone 353-2280
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State quackery non-existent
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History Club Meeting

Dean Varg will speak on the origins of our China policy.
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Research and development.

States...
Hairpieces have revolutionized the hair goods market has boost— Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

piece owner. Don Olma of Wig suffer the same way we did. hair were the most prevalent. This is due to the increasing

The boom began four years ago, and now all business figures estimate it will take

Wigs are not new. They have existed since Egyptian history, and their popularity has continued on the European continent from century to century.

Many pitfalls

Washing wigs

The finger brush should

Manufacturing methods

By JENNE LADDER

The poet and Langston Hughes, black artist of introspect

A shaver that gives almost twice the shaves per charge is worth some study.

ATTENTION CAR OWNERS

LISKEY’S Auto Safety Center

A story about MSU’s annual

Staudt assumes GM post

WALTER VERDEHR

General Motors announced Monday the appointment of The

Staudt left MIT to join the

sn corroboration

Does the Pharmaceutical Field Offer exceptionally Rewarding sales positions?

Yes, and Roche will train you for them. In today’s rapidly changing economy, your skills and education may lose value. This is not true for sales. The pharmaceutical market is undergoing a tremendous expansion...
SPORTS

'S' booters bomb Tar Heels, 5-0

By PAM BOYCE

ANN ARBOR, Aug. 30 (AP) - The Michigan State Spartans showed that the "S" is for streaking in every period of a game. The Spartans went into the game with an 8-1-1 record, while the Tar Heels sported an 8-0 record.

The Spartans opened the game with a 2-0 lead in the first period, and the second period saw another 2-0 score. The Spartans won the game 5-0.

DEFENSIVE STAR IN '68

Frank Waters: back of all trades

By DON KOPRIVA

Chapel Hill, N.C.--The champion cross country team on the wet and hilly five mile course was a success. The team's performance was almost a minute behind the Spartans, as senior Roger Merchant grabbed 29th in 25:59.

The Spartan crossing the line in 47th place was Frank Waters, a backup man to All-America squads.

He was asked to get the game on. "Defensive back is definitely the word, versatility, responsibility and more things to think about at defensive back," Waters said. "If you make a mistake it can really hurt the team."

Waters would like a chance to play. "I was always hanging around locker rooms and practice fields," he said. "I learned a lot of the little fundamentals of football from the players that helped me when I first played high school ball."

Senior standout

Creating one of his five intercepted aerials of 1968, defensive back Frank Waters proved he's up to the challenge.

VILLANOVA TOPS FIELD OF 33

'S' harriers 4th in IC4A

By DON KOPRIVA

New York, Nov. 19--The Villanova harriers plowed through field and heads up field. The Billsdale mixer is in three of those regular season performances which will make their final start in green and white Saturday against Northwestern.

Bowl picture shapes up

By GARY WALKOWICZ

Michigan State University's Big Ten champion cross country team placed fourth here Monday in the 8th annual NCAA meet at Van Cortlandt Park.

Defending national champion Villanova was in first place, scoring a low 75 points, while the Spartans scored a 104. The Zips, undefeated and 39th, scored a 123, while North Carolina took 47th with 211 points.

Junior Ken Masters placed 3rd, with a 29:51 winning the 800-meter run. The 10,000-meter race was won by the Michigan State's 4x400 relay team.
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Little wants ads do a big selling job for you. Call 355-8255 to place your ad!

Automotive

- CA M A R O  1968 $200 plus Payments
  - Frame Repairs & Replacements
  - Call Karen after 5 p.m. 332-6148
  - MPG. 332-8641. 5-11

- FOR RENT
- LOST A FOUND
- FOR SALE
  - Ground Floor Location

- The State News will be applicants.
  - Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
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LOST: WOMEN’S dark framed glasses (500-351-6768)

THE SOUL SYSTEM: Lansing’s num­

white with huge paws other white

BILLY BANANA Blues Band for rent.
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Smart or simple, drab or plain. States­
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system and community sentiment was against return of the unwanted brothers.

Ride available for blood donors

Pork Steak

59c / lb.

SWIFT’S PREMIUM BACON

79c / lb.

COUPON

50 EXTRA STAMPS

with purchase of Edithr Smoky

“DO YOUR

CHRISTMAS

SHOPPING

WITH US”

FROZEN

DAIRY

PUNCH

reg. or low cal.

2 lb. pkg. 25c

CLOROX

BLEACH

1/2 Gal. 29c

JELLO

PUDDING

(Reg.)

4 oz. Pkg. 8c

CRISCO SHORTENING

3 lb. can 59c

Limit 1 with 55.00 Purchase

NOW! SPARTAN SUNOCO (Michigan Performance) is in the Gold Bond Stamps family.
Censorship threatens old problem

Speculators await word on stability

Is Grass Greener?

BARNES & NOBLE KEYNOTES

Barnes & Noble

CAMPUS BOOKSTORES

Tickets on sale at both stores for the New Falk Concert, Nov. 22.